
              
 

 

Rooster Days Cornhole Tournament Rules & Conduct Policy 

 

Tournament Rules: 

Absolutely no outside food or drink will be allowed. Anyone caught with food or drinks will be 

asked to leave without a refund for their entry fee. 

  

Player Conduct Policy: 

Player Interaction/player conduct 

i: Players may not make contact with each other during gameplay with the intent to disrupt 

pitching motions. 

1. If a player disrupts another player’s pitch with obvious intent, the official reserves the right to 

disqualify a player for that game resulting in a forfeit. 

ii. Players may not interfere with an opponent’s bag during its flight path. 

1. If a player interferes with the flight of a bag, the rest of that player’s bags are forfeited for the 

remainder of the round and the pitching player gets to re-pitch the bag. 

iii. Talking, yelling, and movement that is distracting to the opposing team is not permitted. 

1. Tulsa Cornhole reserve the right to deem any behavior inappropriate if it harms the integrity of 

the game. 

2. Officials may award warnings to any players who display inappropriate behavior. 

3. If a player continues to display inappropriate behavior during a tournament after receiving a 

warning from an official, the official reserves the right to forfeit the remaining bags of a player 

for a round/next round OR disqualify the player for the remainder of the game/tournament. 

iv. Coaching is not permitted during a match by Spectators. 

1. Spectators standing on the opposite side of the board may not comment on specific bag 

situations. 

2. Spectators may not give specific strategic advice to a player during a game. This includes 

spectators that may be in the ear of a player on the same side of the board during a game. Tulsa 

Cornhole may punish spectators and players engaged in coaching however they see fit. 

v. Player conduct 

1. Tulsa Cornhole reserve the right to deem any behavior inappropriate if it harms the integrity of 

the game or the reputation of Tulsa Cornhole 

2. Spectators may encourage players with general statements like “push the bags in” or “drag the 

bags in” or “nice block” as 

long as it is not intended as coaching the player. 

3. In Doubles and other Team Events, teammates may coach 

players as long as they are clearly identifiable and do not interfere with the timing of the play. 



4. Officials may award warnings to any players who display inappropriate behavior including but 

not limited to negative references toward Tulsa Cornhole, throwing bags in anger, cussing, 

fighting, inappropriate gestures and comments disparaging Tulsa Cornhole its staff, sponsors, 

venues, players and fans. 

5. If a player continues to display inappropriate behavior during 

a tournament, on social media or in the presence of sponsors after receiving a warning from an 

official, the official reserves the right to disqualify the player for the remainder of the tournament 

and/or ban them from playing in future events. 

6. Celebrations after throws will happen. Excessive celebrations that cause major delays are not 

acceptable. If a player celebrates a shot, the shot clock for the opponent will begin when the 

appropriate celebration by the player ends. Excessive celebrations may lead to disciplinary 

actions. 


